
SERIES

Universal, economical style   
Carbide end mills   
High speed Milling for Aluminum   
Cutter for Stainless Steel   
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Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can be customized 
according to customer needs. 

Carbide Solid Carbide 4 Flute, Double Core End Mills

Excellent tools for Aerospace, Energy and Power Generation. 

Roughing, semi-finishing, and finishing on diffcult to 

machine materials, Stainless Steels and Carbon Steels. 

HRc50 Metal working tools, excellent wear resistance 

and excellent edge stability.

HRC 46~50 CARBIDE END MILLS, 
SQUARE END WITH RADIUS



EMTSERIES

Solid Carbide Square 
2  & 3 & 4 Flutes End Mill HRC46

Carbide Endmill, Sollid Carbide end mill 

NO:01 NO:03-11 NO:09-10

EMT series Carbide Mill Cutter 
>usually used to be assembled on milling machine;    
>Suitable for CNC data processing center, carved, high-speed machines;    
>Can milling of copper, aluminum, tool steel, cast iron, etc.    
>high toughness, abrasion resistance, high-speed cutting for the high hardness;    
>can processing directly or fine processing to the heat treatment mold;    
>reducing the number of tool changes, improve machine actuator movement rhythm, 
  save mold making time.    



EMT01
HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOLID CARBIDE  END MILLS - 
SHARP EDGE  2-FLUTED 

Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can be 
customized according to customer needs."   

Suitable for wide range of work material, specifically 

for increasing tool life when machining hardened 

materials, low hardness materials and Cast irons, etc. 

High speed cutting, dry and wet cut recommended 

together.

 BALL SHARP CARBIDE END MILL 
HIGH SPEED CUTTING FOR HARD STEELS UP TO HRC46~50

Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can be 
customized according to customer needs."   

EMT05



EMT-11

HIGH-SPEED END MILLS FOR ALUMINUM SLOT DRILLS  

Speed, Strength and Sharpness 

UNIVERSAL SOLID CARBIDE 4 FLUTE, 
DOUBLE CORE END MILLS HRC46 

Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can be 
customized according to customer needs. 

EMT09
          10

EME 09&10 series 
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